Alignment-Supervised Bidimensional Attention-Based Recursive Autoencoders for Bilingual Phrase Representation.
Exploiting semantic interactions between the source and target linguistic items at different levels of granularity is crucial for generating compact vector representations for bilingual phrases. To achieve this, we propose alignment-supervised bidimensional attention-based recursive autoencoders (ABattRAE) in this paper. ABattRAE first individually employs two recursive autoencoders to recover hierarchical tree structures of bilingual phrase, and treats the subphrase covered by each node on the tree as a linguistic item. Unlike previous methods, ABattRAE introduces a bidimensional attention network to measure the semantic matching degree between linguistic items of different languages, which enables our model to integrate information from all nodes by dynamically assigning varying weights to their corresponding embeddings. To ensure the accuracy of the generated attention weights in the attention network, ABattRAE incorporates word alignments as supervision signals to guide the learning procedure. Using the general stochastic gradient descent algorithm, we train our model in an end-to-end fashion, where the semantic similarity of translation equivalents is maximized while the semantic similarity of nontranslation pairs is minimized. Finally, we incorporate a semantic feature based on the learned bilingual phrase representations into a machine translation system for better translation selection. Experimental results on NIST Chinese-English and WMT English-German test sets show that our model achieves substantial improvements of up to 2.86 and 1.09 BLEU points over the baseline, respectively. Extensive in-depth analyses demonstrate the superiority of our model in learning bilingual phrase embeddings.